Enter The Real Global {{{Trill Thrill Treasure Hunt }}}
Clues for Trill Artifacts
Enter the global search of all the Sacred Trill Artifacts in the Defeat of the Wicked
Iniquitous books {{{ The DWI Adventure Books }}} "for real." The hardest and most
difficult clue will be for the Sacred Trill Gold Bible, second hardest clue is the Sacred
Trill Gold Chalice. Then, in order of less difficulty the 13 Sacred Trill Gold Daggers, 12
Silver Chalices and all other artifacts that are found "for real." Location of items gains
you a valuable treasure. Some are real gold and Readers should "search" for the Trill
Artifacts for clues while reading the book. Clues also within the {{{ POCO-WOW-SUPS
}}} that are < 10 page little Supplements, or short stories of the characters and scenes.
Simply stay tuned for clues on the Middle Class Capitalism website. Enter for free with
purchase of DWI Book, along with your free application for MCC membership and free
MCC stock coupon at NewMiddleClassCapitalism@gmail.com.
{{{ O-DWI FUN! }}}

{{{ I LOVE FLITTER'}}} > IT REPLACES TWITTER' !!!!
Flitter.Love Trumps Flitter.com & Twitter.com. Flitter.Love is the awesome new Neo-Cap Warriors > Neo Poco
International Social System {new short PIS system) for Social Posting. It is the MCC syStem for new official

MCC-YSW Neo-Caps GLOBAL social postings. Everyone will love flitter.love and hearts,
better than twitter.com and all the twitter barks" ...says First Warrior Moon. "Take an awesome
trip to Flitter.Love. and let us know how much you love it with all your "HEARTS." Flitter.Love is the paradise
one might find a Trill Thrill Treasure Hunt Clue. "Why 'twitter tweet' when you can 'flitter fly' a million feet'
to the NEO-Paradise of FLITTER.LOVE, for your Trill Artifact to keep"? A Global Thrill Treasure Hunt Feat;' a
clue for the Trill Thrill Treasure Hunt to seek Flitter.Love > Coming soon'... says First NEO-Warrior

Moon'. !!!! AO-LOLS
Entering the global MCC Trill Thrill Treasure Hunt to receive clues for "real Trill Artifacts treasure," value
included for each clue, requires the following:
1. An email to NewMiddleClassCapitalism@gmail.com {required}
2. Include a statement in the email that you are joining MCC free, with a required "pledge" that you have less
than a million dollars in net annual income;{required}
3. Specify your real name in email. Specify use of real name; or, that your email date and time plus "A" for
"Anonymous, be listed on the MCC website public Declaration of
Economic Independence {one is
required.}

4. Refer to the MCC link if interested in being one of the first 100 Charter Members for provisions.
{optional}

Treasure Hunt, TH Clues Theme: "Good Values Clues* Only !!!!"
Solving the TH Clues "Trill Artifact Treasure location, and submitting the MCC Trill Artifact
# to NewMiddleClassCapitalism@gmail.com. Treasure Value of TV Clue #1 is DOUBLED to $1000 with at
least 10 additional email requests for free MCC membership, with those names of friends you include in your
winners email to claim the treasure. The added new member requests must include your purchase, or purchase
of a paper back or Kindle copy at Amazon for each of your friends, with an email from each new member friend
named, to DOUBLE your winning treasure. Purchase copies "Defeat of the Wicked

Iniquitous" ($19.95) at Amazon Books or a Kindle copy (about$5 each). Each new member must also
pledge in their new membership request to recommend the book to al their friends on Facebook or other social
media. All new members can enter the treasure hunt free also. Special clues are provided to you for TH Clue #2
also, with your winning treasure. Treasure Value of Trill Artifacts found with other clues depends on the
specific artifact found.

TH CLUE* # 1 Treasure Value {TV} = $500 to winner!

* Clue #1* includes, in part, that you must follow only "good values clues" to find the
first clue, and all clues. Search for GUM {Good Ulterior Motives} beats Bums {Bad
Ulterior Motives} for the first "good values" clues in the {{{ DWI Book}}}. . Always ask
yourself "What is the good values lesson in the clue, and where in the world does
that clue lead me to find the location based on the "next little clue" for TH Clue #1
? The first Trill Artifact found with all these little clues nets a treasure value of $500.
This TH Clue* is for all those searching for TH Clue #1. More little "linked" clues fun
"coming soon!"

